
2023 LTER Information Management
Committee Annual Meeting Report

held at DoubleTree Inn, Burlington VT, in conjunction with the 2023 ESIP Summer meeting

August 17, 2023

Participants (25, from top left): Jason Downing (BNZ), Emery Boose (HFR), Marina Franz (CCE), Kris Hall (SEV),
Adam Sapp (GCE), Dan Bahauddin (CDR), Paul Hanson (EDI), Chris Turner (NGA), John Porter (VCE), Greg Maurer
(JRN), Renée Brown (MCM), Margaret O’Brien (SBC, EDI), Stevan Earl (CAP), Kate Morkeski (NES), Stace Beaulieu
(NES), Gabriel Kamener (FCE), Corinna Gries (NTL, EDI), Mary Martin (HBR), Nick Lyon (LNO), Risa McNellis (PIE),
Miguel Leon (LUQ), Yang Xia (KNZ), Jim Laundre (ARC), Suzanne Remillard (AND), Li Kui (SBC), Not pictured:
Sarah Elmendorf (NWT), Colin Smith (EDI), Sven Bohm (KBS).
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Agenda

Time Morning Activity
8:30 Welcome

9:00 Working group highlights

9:45 IM Exec election (1 member)

9:55 Volunteer for next Databits editor

10:05 Break

10:35 LNO report

10:50 EDI report

11:05 ILTER report

11:15 IMKE Lightning Talks

12:15 Lunch

13:45 Group Photo

14:00 Units WG Activity

15:00 Break

15:30 EML Best Practices WG Activity

16:30 Adjourn

18:00 Dinner

Meeting materials
A community slide deck for the meeting is in IMC’s Google Drive ( 2023 IMC Annual Meeting
). Slides from the full meeting program and Units and EML Best Practices WG activities are
reproduced in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively.
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Working Group Updates
To begin the day, active IMC working groups provided brief updates on their activity over the
past year.

HyMet
The HyMet working group has continued its work to create a modern replacement for the
Clim/Hydro DB system. Work has been relatively subdued over the past year, but there are now
seven HyMet-formatted datasets on EDI Staging generated with the hyMetDP R package
(https://github.com/EDIorg/hymetDP), and the group has begun a pilot project to integrate these
datasets into the Dendra platform (https://dendra.science/orgs/lter). Over the next year this
working group will be seeking support for a joint effort involving Dendra, EDI, LTER, and
potentially CUAHSI to push more LTER sensor network data to Dendra, and to develop
integrations between Dendra and EDI.

Metabase
The Metabase working group provided a short update detailing improvements to handling of
taxonomic coverages. When populating taxonomic coverages in Metabase, or resulting EML
documents, the taxonomic authority identifier can now be included, generally as a URI.

EML Best Practices
This group is updating the EML Best Practices document that was last rewritten in 2017. They
presented on their work during an afternoon workshop in the IMC Annual Meeting. See their
workshop slides and report for more information.

Unit Dictionary
This working group is actively working towards an updated replacement for the LTER units list.
After establishing the scope of the group and explicitly specifying the need for a new system for
managing units of measurement, the group has adopted QUDT (https://qudt.org/), which began
within NASA but is now an independent 501c3 corp. The working group held a workshop in the
afternoon during the IMC Annual Meeting, and more on group progress and next steps are
outlined in their workshop slides.

Zotero
Last year this group added a section to the Zotero best practices for LTER sites
(https://bit.ly/ZOTERO_BP) describing how to add a dataset as a “document” item type and add
information in Zotero's Extra field indicating that the item is a dataset, for example:
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Type: dataset
Version: 3
DOI: 10.6073/PASTA/CA34BE7554DDC67C9FA0F8DEA01F375B
Previous Version: 2 DOI: 10.6073/PASTA/F7204A847A1D71FCE18ED880363E62F8
Previous Version: 1 DOI: 10.6073/pasta/8f9188936b08ef7cbe84ce3077487d6a

This year, the news is that Zotero has added a “dataset” item type. Datasets may be now
entered in Zotero using this new type and will be listed accordingly in a Zotero-backed data
catalog. The working group plans to integrate best practices for handling dataset items with
Zotero into its documentation in the future.

Annotation/Keywording
This is a new working group tasked with revising the LTER Controlled Vocabulary (LTER CV)
that is applied to most LTER datasets and generating improved dataset discovery tools at the
EDI repository. The group is currently mapping LTER CV keywords found in EML to ontologies
and controlled vocabularies that have become standards in the environmental and Earth
sciences data communities. As this process takes place, the group is also designing a
hierarchical search key for EDI datasets that will be the backend to a faceted search interface.
Corinna reported on early progress and the overall vision for the working group during the
morning session (refer to her slides for details).

Resources
Slides used for the main program of the IMC annual meeting are in Appendix A, with
Working Group updates beginning here.

Business Meeting
There was one election for a position on the IM Executive committee (IM Exec) during the 2023
IMC meeting. Greg Maurer ended his term on IM Exec and there was one nominee to take the
resulting open position. We also reviewed assignments to the DataBits editorial team and heard
updates from three of our partner organizations: the LTER Network Office (LNO), EDI, and
ILTER’s (International Long-Term Ecological Research) Information Management Committee.

Statements from IM Exec nominees
Li Kui (SBC):

“I am thrilled to nominate myself for the Information Manager Executive position. As an
experienced information management professional at SBCLTER, I have consistently enhanced
our data management system, expediting data publication workflows, improving data quality for
researchers and graduate students. With expertise in data governance, knowledge management
systems, statistical analysis, and leadership, I deliver innovative solutions and engage effectively
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with researchers. Committed to staying up-to-date with emerging technologies, optimizing
information management processes, and strengthening data security, I am ready to make my
contribution after receiving valuable support from the IM committee over the past 5 years.”

Election outcomes
Li Kui was elected to fill the open seat on the IM Executive committee..

Databits
Marina Frantz and Dan Bahauddin are continuing as the Databits editorial team until the next
IMC Annual Meeting. There was general agreement that Databits editors can apply more
pressure to members of IMC to get them to write articles.

LTER Network Office Report
Nick Lyon from the LTER Network Office (LNO) delivered an update about recent developments
there. The LNO is supporting a large number of synthesis groups, and the newest addition to
the program, the SPARC groups, seem to be off to a good start. Nick and Angel Chen serve as
the scientific computing team that aids these synthesis groups in a variety of ways, including
data preparation, QA/QC, programming, version control, and analysis. Nick reported that the
data-focused support their team provides has come to be greatly valued by many of the
synthesis groups. The scientific computing team has also created a set of workshops and
training materials that may be valuable to IMs themselves or personnel at their LTER sites.

There are changes coming to the LNO-supported suite of LTER community tools. Discourse is
being rolled out as an alternative to Slack and LNO would like IMC to help test and build out the
use-cases for the platform. The community system called LTER Hub is also changing. Though
the Salesforce based system will remain as the primary database for tracking LTER people and
groups, LTER users will primarily interact with that system through Discourse, a demographic
survey system (Qualtrics), and the LTER Network website. IMs can still update the database
through the same Google Sheets based system.

In other news, the LNO grant will be up for renewal in 2024, so the team will be writing the
proposal in fall 2023. Among the things that will come along with this renewal are a new
Network-level DEIJ coordinator (which is already approved), and a proposed graduate-level
course that focuses on synthesis and collaboration. Members of IMC are invited to contribute to
the content of this course, and to participate as instructors and learners. Finally, Nick presented
the new `LTERtools` R package, designed to be a library of useful functions for LTER data
analysis and management. The LNO scientific computing team designed the package with a
robust authorship system, and members of IMC are encouraged to contribute R functions that
they think can be generally useful to the LTER community. Nick presented more on this in an
IMKE Lightning Talk.
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EDI Report
Paul Hanson and Mark Servilla from EDI delivered an update about recent developments at
LTER’s partner data repository. The most important news is that Corinna Gries is retiring soon
and Paul Hanson has assumed the role of PI for the University of Wisconsin-based portion of
the EDI grant. Fortunately for IMC, Corinna will be continuing to contribute to EDI and the LTER
Network for the time being. In other personnel news, EDI has discontinued its summer
fellowship program, but has begun a new graduate student internship program at University of
Wisconsin that will train students in data management as they assist EDI in publishing incoming
datasets.

EDI is also working steadily towards its sustainability goals with a number of new initiatives and
partnerships. The repository is being written into collaborative research grants as a data
management partner, which should provide funding for data publication assistance. These
research grants include some to LTER sites, and unspecified others. In early 2023 EDI received
Core Trust Seal accreditation for the first time, which will make it competitive as a repository
partner with a greater number of academic journals. EDI has also been selected as a partner to
the new TIP directorate at NSF to explore sustainable funding models for research data
repositories. One new partnership that will lead to sustainable funding for EDI is a contract for
environmental data management for the City of Seattle. This collaboration is currently in the
process of setting up financial agreements between the city and University of Wisconsin.

Mark reported that infrastructure and software tooling at the EDI repository is rapidly advancing,
with a host of new potential benefits to IMC. All servers underpinning PASTA+ and other
repository systems have recently had operating system and core software upgrades to bring
them up to date. EDI is also working on a proposal to further renew the repository infrastructure
and enable key parts to operate in the cloud. The EDI Data Portal has added new functionality
for tracking data package citations and providing better metadata to DataCite. The ezEML tool
has gained a major new collaboration feature, as well as numerous smaller updates over the
past 15 months. There have also been a host of feature updates to EDI systems, including the
Data Explorer (DEx), EML parser/validator, and the EDI website, and further enhancements to
repository systems and services are being planned.

ILTER Report
Renée Brown (MCM), who serves as the U.S. representative to, and co-chair of, the ILTER
Information Management Committee, described what she has learned in the past six months of
interaction with the ILTER Network. Renée described the scope, participation and governance of
the Network at large, and then focused on initiatives within the ILTER IMC. Given that ILTER is
a widely distributed and diverse network without oversight by a common funding agency, the
organizational activity and priorities of the network are somewhat less defined than in the U.S.
LTER Network, and this extends to ILTER’s IMC. In fact, many ILTER sites are very small, with
limited funding, and therefore have no data manager and do not publish any data. Nevertheless
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there are certainly some opportunities for engagement and collaboration between the U.S. and
ILTER IMCs.

The ILTER network maintains a data management platform called DEIMS (not directly related to
the DEIMS CMS that some U.S. LTER sites use) where participating sites can list information
about their research site, personnel, and research themes. LTER IMs should consider updating
their U.S. LTER site information in this system, and Renée provided information about how to do
this (see the slides in Appendix A). Another area for collaboration is around controlled
vocabularies, ontologies, and other scientific metadata standards. Such standards are widely
used and discussed in ILTER, and it makes sense for IMC to participate in creating and
maintaining these standards alongside our international counterparts. Finally, the ILTER network
has recently been assessing the FAIR status of network data, and this would be a natural area
for collaboration between U.S. LTER and ILTER. Renée ended the update with a call for
members of the U.S. IMC to reflect on and then implement new engagement and collaboration
activities with ILTER.

Resources
Slides used for the main program of the IMC annual meeting are in Appendix A, with
business meeting and partner updates beginning here.

IMKE Lightning Talks
Prior to the annual meeting, members of IMC were asked to submit ideas for a new segment of
the IMC Annual Meeting - IMKE Lightning Talks. IMKE lightning talks are short presentations (~3
min) on a tool, technique, or trick for doing information management work at LTER sites. IMs
were invited to prepare talks about software tools, web apps, file formats, metadata standards,
database schemas, workflows, and other topics areas long as they could be short, to the point,
and useful as a jumping-off point for interested IMs from another site. We received nine
submitted talks, making this a relatively successful new feature of our annual meetings. All
presenters submitted slides that are archived in Appendix A.

Units Working Group Activity

Resources
Slides for the IMC annual meeting update and workshop are in Appendix B .
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EML Best Practices Working Group Activity

Resources
Slides for the IMC annual meeting update and workshop are in Appendix C.
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Appendix A: Full-day meeting slides
Full meeting program slides are below (or Google Drive: ). Slides2023 IMC Annual Meeting
from the Units and EML Best Practices WG activities are in Appendices B and C, respectively.
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IMKE Lightning Talks
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Afternoon activities
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Appendix B: Units WG Activity
Slides on Google Drive: UnitsWG_2023-07-17
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Appendix C: EML Best Practices WG Activity
Slides on Google Drive: EML Best Practices WG activity
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